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Overview
In today's environment, any business, especially B2C (business to customer) / D2C (Direct to
Customer), must have a presence on social media. While it is simple to establish a presence on
various social media platforms, it is far more difficult for businesses to analyze what is working
and what is not. Integrating data from various social media channels and monitoring the
success of distributed content can assist businesses in creating engaging content. It also help
business evaluate the ROI.

Insights Delivered, Instantly

Insia, our proprietary analytics platform, brings all social media datasets together and provides
integrated end-to-end analytics from impression, reach, engagement, clicks, conversions,
purchase to revenue. The best part about Insia, is its Google-like guided SEARCH bar that enables
business users to mine actionable insights without requiring any technical know-how.
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Insights Delivered, Instantly
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Page actions post reactions like

Track top/bottom unique
impressions cut by age
and gender in seconds

Monitor page and post
engagement on daily
basis with just a click

Track your company
page engagement
and consumption on
weekly basis
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Gets a Holistic view of his/her
business
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Understand the customer engagement
patterns to better position the product and
increase brand awareness

Promotion 
 Manager

Gain insights into the preferences,
behaviors, and habits of the audiences to
improve conversions rates

Social Media
Manager 

Track visit to sign-up rate, Average session
duration, Unique visitors, Bounce rate to
promote a successful campaign

Marketing
Manager 

Marketing Analytics
Manager 

Analyze the overall effectiveness of
the organization's campaigns with top
KPIs

Content
Head 

Monitor the time on the page, downloads,
followers and the conversion rate to
increase attention, relevance and SEO rank

Create sound marketing and communication
strategies with data of past performances &
trends, market conditions and customer
behaviours

Director of
Marketing

CXO

Social Media 
Analytics
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